Specific slide requirements:

- each slide must contain **bulleted items**
- each slide should have a **heading or title**
- All slides should contain the **same design template/theme**.
- All slides should contain **at least 1 and no more than 4 photos** (unless you have one slide devoted to many pictures).
- An opening slide should contain the **title**
- The opening slide should contain the **presenter’s name**.

______/6

- introductory slide should be a **clear detailing of what you are presenting/brief outline** of what’s coming

______/2

- The third slide should contain the **major research question or questions that your project answers**.

______/2

- Content slides should present the **substance of the project**. The speaker needs to provide a variety of types of content appropriate for the task, such as generalizations, details, examples and various forms of evidence.

______/10

Additional comments:
WWII Research Presentation Scoring

Name ________________________

The final slide should consist of two bullet points and each must be read/presented to the audience:

• State the research question that you raised with this topic.
• State your thesis statement that answers the question.

_______/4

• Delivery: Speaker delivers the message facing the class in a confident, poised, enthusiastic fashion. The volume and rate varies to add emphasis and interest. Pronunciation is clear and speaker exhibits few “ahs,” “uhms,” “likes,” or “you knows.”

_______/5

Organization: The message is organized and helps the listener understand the sequence and relationships of ideas by using organizational aides such as announcing the topic, previewing the organization, using verbal transitions, and summarizing.

_______/5

Class Time Used Efficiently the week of May 6th when work time was given to work on slide show.

_______/6

Additional comments:

Total Points Earned:

_______/40 points